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Being away defines what and where home is. Connecting Flights: Filipinos Write From
Elsewhere straps in the words of talented contemporary Filipino writers as they set off for
places known and unknown, where the dream destinations beckon and the traveller never
stops moving.
Whittled WordscapesEssays on Music and LifeGIA PublicationsWordscapesStories and
Poems for Children from the Cheshire Prize for Literature 2008University of Chester
There is a vast plethora of literature available across the various languages spoken in India.
The role of translators-their understanding, discussion, analysis, and craft-in a multilingual
scenario becomes more vital and deserves urgent recognition. This volume introduces
students to the importance of translation and answers various questions in the process.
Today, designers are shifting the practice of landscape architecture towards the need for a
more complex understanding of ecological science. Constructed Ecologies presents ecology
as critical theory for design, and provides major ideas for design that are supported with solid
and imaginative science. In the questioning narrative of Constructed Ecologies, the author
discards many old and tired theories in landscape architecture. With detailed documentation,
she casts off the savannah theory, critiques the search for universals, reveals the needed role
of designers in large-scale agriculture, abandons the overlay technique of McHarg, and
introduces the ecological and urban health urgency of public night lighting. Margaret Grose
presents wide-ranging new approaches and shows the importance of learning from science for
design, of going beyond assumptions, of working in multiple rather than single issues, of
disrupting linear design thinking, and of dealing with data. This book is written with a clear
voice by an ecologist and landscape architect who has led design students into loving
ecological science for the support it gives design.
An all-new official, original novel from the twisted world of the hit horror video game, Bendy
and the Ink Machine!
Providing the most complete record possible of texts by Italian writers active after 1900, this
annotated bibliography covers over 4,800 distinct editions of writings by some 1,700 Italian
authors. Many entries are accompanied by useful notes that provide information on the
authors, works, translators, and the reception of the translations. This book includes the works
of Pirandello, Calvino, Eco, and more recently, Andrea Camilleri and Valerio Manfredi.
Together with Robin Healey’s Italian Literature before 1900 in English Translation, also
published by University of Toronto Press in 2011, this volume makes comprehensive
information on translations from Italian accessible for schools, libraries, and those interested in
comparative literature.
Original puzzles for both beginners and experts: chess word puzzles, design-onyms, rhymed
double crostics, addle letter anagrams, silly syllables, quadruple triplets, double horizontals,
alphagram puzzles, linkogram lapwords, lapword triplets, dual lapword sixes, more. Most
solutions can be written directly in the book. Full solutions. 196 figures.
KM is an IT subject. Right&? Wrong! Knowledge and its management is a prerogative of
everyone. Since the magic of information transforming itself into knowledge which in turn
becomes information at the next level, thus continuing the eternal cycle of knowledge quest
has always fascinated people throughout the ages. This book is about celebrating knowledge
for its own sake and emphasising that unless it is shared, there would be no new knowledge.
Also knowledge per se can never be costed or priced, it is only the process of acquiring it,
storing it and disseminating it that can be expressed in economic terms. Knowledge is free and
that is the way it has always been or will ever be. The book has evolved as the author went
about understanding the esoteric concept of KM and sought to unravel what it really stood for.
Key Featuresv A comprehensive look at KM as a subject. First of its kind - a resource book on
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KMv Clear view of knowledge, the way of its creation and the manner of its managementv
Classical approach to KMv Modern approach to KMv KM modelsv KM tools and their
applicationv The mystique of how information becomes knowledgev Datamining and
datawarehousing explainedv KM and its application in the corporate sectorv Case studies
galorev Most comprehensive list of further readings, extensive group and individual exercises
for students of KM
The book, Astrology Poetry 101: Cypher, is for those who enjoy studying patterns, and in
search of solace. Free your mind and ease your disposition and spirituality.
Covering the geography elements of the 5-14 National Guidelines for Environmental Studies,
this text has topical, in-depth case studies and regular tasks and exercises to help students
develop knowledge and understanding. Scottish and wider world examples are used
throughout.
Designed as a textbook for undergraduate and postgraduate students of journalism, mass
communication, visual communi-cation, electronic media and other related media courses, this
compact text provides a detailed description of the rules, acts and ethics concerning print,
electronic, film and advertising media as prevalent in India. The book begins with the history of
media law in India and discusses the specific provisions in the Constitution of India which are
essential for a journalist to know. It then goes on to define the concepts of freedom of media,
defamation and Intellectual Property Rights. Besides, the text discusses in detail the provisions
of the Indian Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code relevant to the media. In addition to
covering different types of cyber crimes such as hacking, cracking and e-mail bombing, it
includes regulations related to film media and advertising. Finally, the book throws light on
media law concerning women and children. The book also includes several important cases to
enable students to relate various acts and regulations to real-life situations. Besides students,
journalists and other media professionals who cover courts and law-related beats would also
find this book immensely valuable.
A bold, new approach to language that addresses the subtleties of cultural identity
Extrait de la couverture : ""Here, for the first time, is a book that brings women's writings out of
exile to rethink anthropology's purpose at the end of the century. ... As a historical resource,
the collection undertakes fresh readings of the work of well-known women anthropologists and
also reclaims the writings of women of color for anthropology. As a critical account, it bravely
interrogates the politics of authorship. As a creative endeavor, it embraces new Feminist
voices of ethnography that challenge prevailing definitions of theory and experimental writing."
Geography Matters is a Key Stage 3 course created for pupils of all abilities. It provides an
exact match to the requirement of the revised National Curriculum, and to the units of the Key
Stage 3 Scheme of Work.
What does poetry bring to business? According to Clare Morgan and her coauthors, it brings a
complexity and flexibility of thinking, along with the ability to empathize and better understand
the thoughts and feelings of others. Through her own experiences and many examples,
Morgan demonstrates that the skills necessary to talk and think about poetry can be of
significant benefit to leaders and strategists, to executives who are facing infinite complexity
and who are armed with finite resources in a changing world. What Poetry Brings to Business
presents ways in which reading and thinking about poetry offer businesspeople new strategies
for reflection on their companies, their daily tasks, and their work environments. The goal is
both to increase readers' knowledge of poems and how they convey meaning, and also to
teach analytical and cognitive skills that will be beneficial in a business context. The unique
combinations and connections made in this book will open new avenues of thinking about
poetry and business alike. Clare Morgan is Director of Creative Writing in Oxford University's
Continuing Education program. Kirsten Lange and Ted Buswick are employed by The Boston
Consulting Group, an international management consulting firm, she as Managing Director of
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the Munich office, he as head of Oral History and Archiving. Buswick was an acquiring editor
for Boston publisher Addison-Wesley and has taught high-school English.
Northrop Frye wrote that for Canadian poets the question of identity isn't so much `Who am I?'
as `Where is here?' In his ground-breaking collection of essays, You Are Here, James Pollock
gives his answer: that where we are as a literary culture has a great deal to do with our
relationship to elsewhere. For far too long, Canadians have refused to read our poetry in the
larger international context of poetry as an art, leaving our poets isolated and ignored. Pollock
sets out to situate our verse on the map of world poetry – a map which, like one of those
incomplete globes from the sixteenth century, still leaves Canada largely uncharted. Acutely
intelligent and unflinchingly honest in its judgements, You Are Here is an eye-opening guide to
the new world of Canadian poetry, sensitively exploring the work of such poets as Anne
Carson, Daryl Hine, Jeffery Donaldson, Karen Solie and Eric Ormsby. The collection ends with
a witty treatise on good criticism, and a passionate and learned reconsideration of poetic
values, making You Are Here an essential companion for students and lovers of Canadian
poetry everywhere.
Anagram Solver is the essential guide to cracking all types of quiz and crossword featuring
anagrams. Containing over 200,000 words and phrases, Anagram Solver includes plural noun
forms, palindromes, idioms, first names and all parts of speech. Anagrams are grouped by the
number of letters they contain with the letters set out in alphabetical order so that once the
letters of an anagram are arranged alphabetically, finding the solution is as easy as locating
the word in a dictionary.
Great Expectations is the thirteenth novel by Charles Dickens and his penultimate completed
novel. It depicts the education of an orphan nicknamed Pip. It is Dickens's second novel, after
David Copperfield, to be fully narrated in the first person.
Particularly since the 1950s, cars and popular music have been constantly associated. As
complementary goods and intertwined technologies, their relationship has become part of a
widely shared experience-one that connects individuals and society, private worlds and public
spheres. Popular Music and Automobiles aims to unpack that relationship in more detail. It
explores the ways in which cars and car journeys have shaped society, as well as how we
have shaped them. Including both broad synergies and specific case studies, Popular Music
and Automobiles explores how attention to an ongoing relationship can reveal insights about
the assertion and negotiation of identity. Using methods of enquiry that are as diverse as the
topics they tackle, its contributors closely consider specific genders, genres, places and texts.
An anthology of some of the best entries for the 2008 High Sheriff's Cheshire Prize for
Literature, which was for a piece of writing suitable for 7-14 year-old readers. It includes stories
by the winner of the Cheshire Prize, John Latham, and of the Young Readers' Prize, Sheila M.
Blackburn, and poems by the two runners-up, Caroline Hawkridge and Stephen Wrigley.
Jean Paget is just twenty years old and working in Malaya when the Japanese invasion begins.
When she is captured she joins a group of other European women and children whom the
Japanese force to march for miles through the jungle - an experience that leads to the deaths
of many. Due to her courageous spirit and ability to speak Malay, Jean takes on the role of
leader of the sorry gaggle of prisoners and many end up owing their lives to her indomitable
spirit. While on the march, the group run into some Australian prisoners, one of whom, Joe
Harman, helps them steal some food, and is horrifically punished by the Japanese as a result.
After the war, Jean tracks Joe down in Australia and together they begin to dream of
surmounting the past and transforming his one-horse outback town into a thriving community
like Alice Springs...

In an adventure reminiscent of Homer's Odyssey, fifteen-year-old Odilia and her four
younger sisters embark on a journey to return a dead man to his family in Mexico, aided
by La Llorona, but impeded by a witch, a warlock, chupacabras, and more.
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This collection of simple to use and fun activities will jumpstart pupils’ understanding of
the geographical skills of enquiry, outdoor learning, graphicacy and communication.
Pupils will develop their knowledge and understanding of people, places and issues
through being encouraged to ‘think geographically’ about the world they live in. Areas
covered include:- Places in my world (personal geography) Continents and oceans of
the world Human geography (including population, migration, towns and cities, and
recreation) Physical geography( including rivers, forests, coasts and deserts
Environment, Sustainable schools and global citizenship All sections include
information on some useful knowledge and reference to important key concepts or big
ideas in geography that are being developed through the fun activities. Jumpstart!
Geography is an indispensable classroom resource that will celebrate geography and
give children the opportunity to experience the thrill of finding out about their world. It
will be a lifeline to any classroom teacher looking to teach geography in a fun and
exciting way.
Nobel Prize winner Elfriede Jelinek is known as a writer who works in response to
contemporary crises and cultural phenomena. Perhaps none of her works display that
quality as clearly as On the Royal Road. Three weeks after Donald Trump's election,
Jelinek mailed her German editor the first draft of this monologue, which turns out to be
a stunningly prescient response to Trump and what he represents. In this drama we
discover that a 'king', blinded by himself, who has made a fortune with real estate, golf
courses and casinos, suddenly rules the United States, and the rest of the people of the
world rub their eyes in disbelief until no one sees anything anymore. On the Royal
Road brings into focus the phenomenon of right-wing populism. Carefully perched
somewhere between tragedy and grotesque, high-pitched and squeamish, Jelinek in
this work questions her own position and forms of resistance. 'Ms. Jelinek's play is a
screed of outrage at the political, economic and cultural forces that have brought us to
an unprecedented — and for many, unimaginable — moment of crisis for modern
democracy. Mr. Trump is never mentioned by name, but the narration sketches an
undisciplined, uncouth monarch who has been propped up by obscene wealth, a
nonstop media circus and a remarkable talent for self-aggrandizing...[On the Royal
Road] is neither a polemic nor a historical dramatization but an of-the-moment allegory
for our deeply troubling political, social and economic reality.' — A. J. Goldmann, New
York Times 'Jelinek's work is brave, adventurous, witty, antagonistic and devastatingly
right about the sorriness of human existence, and her contempt is expressed with
surprising chirpiness: it's a wild ride.' — The Guardian
The intimate story of a unique marriage spanning the heights of British glamour and
power that descends into infidelity, manipulation, and disaster through the heart of the
twentieth century. DICKIE MOUNTBATTEN: A major figure behind his nephew Philip's
marriage to Queen Elizabeth II and instrumental in the royal family taking the
Mountbatten name, he was Supreme Allied Commander of South East Asia during
World War II and the last Viceroy of India. EDWINA MOUNTBATTEN: Once the richest
woman in Britain—and a playgirl who enjoyed numerous affairs—she emerged from
World War II as a magnetic and talented humanitarian worker who was loved
throughout the world. From British high society to the South of France, from the
battlefields of Burma to the Viceroy's House, The Mountbattens is a rich and filmic story
of a powerful partnership, revealing the truth behind a carefully curated legend. Was
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Mountbatten one of the outstanding leaders of his generation, or a man over-promoted
because of his royal birth, high-level connections, film-star looks and ruthless selfpromotion? What is the true story behind controversies such as the Dieppe Raid and
Indian Partition, the love affair between Edwina and Nehru, and Mountbatten's
assassination in 1979?
Eliot, Heaney, Auden, Larkin, Plath. Faber & Faber are famous the world over for
publishing the works of the giants of poetry. And now with My Prefect Cousin they are
proud to introduce to you the poems of cult poet Paul Hamilton. Paul who? A
reasonable question. Hamilton, once described by the Poetic Literary Review as 'a
diabolical libertarian', has remained firmly under the public radar ever since he first
started writing poetry in the early nineties. But now it is time for him to receive the
recognition he deserves. Hamilton's cousin, Kevin Eldon, stand up comedian and
stalwart of numerous television and radio comedies over the last twenty years, presents
a fascinating insight into the life, work and times of a poet who stands in a class all of
his own. My Prefect Cousin charts the roller coaster ride of a life dedicated to verse; the
emotional highs, the murky depths, with personal contributions from Hamilton that are
often characterised by a brutal honesty that is not for the faint hearted. Or indeed the
weak stomached. My Prefect Cousin also contains for the very first time on the printed
page 'Shadows of Reflections', the anthology of poetry Hamilton has failed for so long
to find a publisher for. Until now.
Drama is increasingly being recognised as a valuable pedagogy for language learning
as it can harness children‘s imaginations and stimulate their desire to communicate.
Second Learning Language through Drama draws on current theories of additional and
foreign language learning and illustrates through practical case studies how drama can
be used to support the four key skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Drawing on the work of an international group of practitioners who are all highly
experienced in using drama for the purpose of second language learning, the book
clearly explains key drama conventions and strategies and outlines the innovative ways
they have been used to create enjoyable and stimulating classroom activities that allow
for multiple ways of learning. Throughout the book the emphasis is on making language
learning accessible and relevant to children and young people through creative,
physically active and playful approaches. The strategies described are all highly flexible
and readily adaptable to different teaching contexts. Specific themes include: Using
stories and drama to motivate learners at all levels Drama, language learning and
identity Assessment opportunities through process drama Issues of language learning
and cultural empowerment Digital storytelling Film & drama aesthetics Second
Language Learning through Drama will be of great interest to those studying on
undergraduate and postgraduate courses and will serve as a highly valuable text to
practitioners looking to incorporate the approaches described into their lessons and
classroom activities.
The biography of H.G. Adler (1910-88) is the story of a survivor of Theresienstadt,
Auschwitz, and two other concentration camps who not only lived through the greatest
cataclysm of the 20th century, but someone who also devoted his literary and scholarly
career to telling the story of those who perished in over two dozen books of fiction,
poetry, history, sociology, and religion. And yet for much of his life he remained almost
entirely unknown. A writer's writer, a scholar of seminal, pioneering works on the
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Holocaust, a renowned radio essayist in postwar Germany, a last representative of the
Prague Circle of literature headed by Kafka, a key contributor to the prosecution in the
trial of Adolf Eichmann, Adler was a man of his time whose times lived through him. His
is the story of many others, but also one that is singularly his own. And at its heart lies a
profound story of love and perseverance amid the loss of his first wife, Gertrud
Klepetar, who accompanied her mother to the gas chamber in Auschwitz, and the
courtship and extended correspondence with Bettina Gross, a Prague artist who
escaped to the Britain, only to later learn that her mother had also been in
Theresienstadt with Adler before her eventual death in Auschwitz. His delivery of a
lecture in Theresienstadt commemorating Kafka's sixtieth birthday, and with Kafka's
favorite sister present; the nurturing of a younger generation of artists and intellectuals,
including the Israeli artist Jehuda Bacon and the Serbian novelist Ivan Ivanji; the
preservation of Viktor Ullmann's compositions and his opera The Emperor of Atlantis,
only to see them premiered decades later to world acclaim; and the penury of postwar
life while churning out the novels, poetry, and scholarship that would make his
reputation - all of these are part of a life survived in the moment, but dedicated to the
future, and that of a man committed to helping human dignity survive in his time and
that to come.

This volume presents an exploration of the role of embodied cognition in creating
personal, imaginative renditions of hair, that also distally relate to the symbolic
significance of the fairytale character Rapunzel’s hair (in terms of physical life,
romantic life, spiritual life, and psychic life, respectively). Integral to this relation,
is the author’s idea of “fancifold”, which is a quality or state of the imagination
that can produce unique neuropsychological elements of enchantment and
disenchantment entwined. This book will be of interest to scholars and other
researchers concerned with how cognition (including psychology and the brain,
psychology and literature, psychology and art, philosophy of mind, and metaphor)
might relate specifically to understanding the subjective experience of hair.
Ethnographers rely on three related activities to conduct research in the field:
observation, conversation, and participation. Observing others in their
environments and using this data to inform and share conclusions is an essential
part of any fieldworker's toolkit. However, many ethnographers' observational
muscles tend to be their weakest. Fortunately, Christena Nippert-Eng's Watching
Closely: A Guide to Ethnographic Observation provides a practical, interactive
guide for improving one's powers of observation. The book includes nine
exercises for practicing observational skills, including a preparatory briefing and
post-exercise discussion. Nippert-Eng also offers a weblink
(global.oup.com/us/watchingclosely) to sample responses from her previous
students, providing an additional resource beyond the text itself. Beyond the
traditional tenets of field work, Watching Closely encourages readers to pursue
more creative ways of collecting and analyzing data, such as sketching,
diagramming, and photography, as well as developing more concrete
expectations for the potential uses and meanings of ethnographic data. Engaging
and accessible, Watching Closely offers a guide for readers to not only
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strengthen their core skills and mindset as fieldworkers, but also to produce
research that is more scientifically rigorous and persuasive. From social and
behavioral scientists to user-centered designers and architects, undergraduate
students to experienced fieldworkers, a vast array of readers will reap the
benefits of learning more about how we observe.
This volume addresses the work of women playwrights throughout the history of
the American theatre, from the early pioneers to contemporary feminists. Each
chapter introduces the reader to the work of one or more playwrights and to a
way of thinking about plays. Together they cover significant writers such as
Rachel Crothers, Susan Glaspell, Lillian Hellman, Sophie Treadwell, Lorraine
Hansberry, Alice Childress, Megan Terry, Ntozake Shange, Adrienne Kennedy,
Wendy Wasserstein, Marsha Norman, Beth Henley and Maria Irene Fornes.
Playwrights are discussed in the context of topics such as early comedy and
melodrama, feminism and realism, the Harlem Renaissance, the feminist
resurgence of the 1970s and feminist dramatic theory. A detailed chronology and
illustrations enhance the volume, which also includes bibliographical essays on
recent criticism and on African-American women playwrights before 1930.
You'll want to have this invaluable resource at your side every time you set up
the board to play.
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